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This paper highlights the study and implementation of various types of Fuzzy structures using
rule based interfaces for steady state and transient analysis with Hardware in Loop validation.
A mathematical modeling of Type III DFIG based modified wind turbine is designed to develop
maximum efficiency during faults. The modified wind turbine is controlled by various controller
s illustrated in this chapter. The Mode 1 and Mode 2 are basic controllers rather the mode 3
and mode 4 are proposed controllers using derivative and integral control to active power with
PI and Fuzzy logic to reactive power. This control enhance the transient stability of the wind d
turbine system. The active and reactive power can be controlled and faster response can be
achieved under fault conditions. All the mode results are discussed and a comparison with
proposed technique is highlighted in this work. The model is designed using MATLAB simulink
and the case studies are explained by taking different wind speeds and fault conditions. The
model is validated using TYPHOON hardware in Loop Real Time software to get comparative
results.

Keywords: Type-III Wind Turbine, DFIG, BTB Converter, Reactive Power, WECS, Type I FLC,
Typhoon HIL.

1. Introduction
The energy demand increased with the social and industrial development. We need a
perfect clean source of energy for balancing the energy demand to the world. As a
renewable source of energy Wind power plays a very crucial role to supply a god source of
power to maintain the power demands. The best part of this wind energy is it is freely
available and causes no hazard to the environment. This plays a clean source of power
generation and supply to our whole energy sectors. About 10 to 15 million MW of energy
from wind is available continuously. Wind energy significantly enhances the power
demand to world rapidly in recent years. [1] Technically the mechanical form of energy of
wind converted into electrical power with each flow of wind speed. Generally there are
various types of wind turbines associated with the power generations. Also there are
various types of control techniques are needed to get high efficient powers from wind
energy. [2] There are many modified versions of turbines are developed and many effective
control mechanism are invented to increases power quality of the wind energy. Type III
DFIG is one of the best techniques for the wind power generation for variable wind speed.
This doubly fed induction generator can actively work for variable speeds with advanced
controllers. Recent days DFIG based wind turbines are used mostly for power generations.
Another best thing is that it can act for digital control techniques and adaptive controllers
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are also can be implemented for best control action for power generations during grid
integrations. DFIG based wind turbines are very flexible with rapid variations of wind
speed. On stability point of view this is more stable during transients. [3]
Generally a DFIG based wind turbine system build with wound rotor and grid interfaced
stator which is directly connected to the grid. There is a converter system, usually back to
back type semiconductor based used for DC to AC conversion. Wind turbine system has
two control subsection systems. A rotor side and another is stator side converter system.
Both converter systems are usually PWM type. [4] The rotor side converter mainly does
vital role to control the sub and super synchronous operational modes and also track the
characteristics of the maximum power point. The stator converter side controls the grid side
operation by controlling the reactive power and active power when interconnected to the
grid system. Conventional control techniques basically implemented for this stator side.
[5][6]The adaptive type techniques are now plays vital role for smooth and quality power
efficiency. [7] In this chapter an adaptive control technique is implemented for enhancing
the power quality under transients and faster response during faults. Fuzzy logic control
technique with four active modes are used and validated by TYPHOON real time hardware.
Previous works wind energy considered for either sag or swell condition with taking limited
parameters. In this work four different modes are considered and analyses the transient
behaviours during rapid wind speed variation in the wind turbine system. The modified
version of wind turbine system is used for the study and modified Type I fuzzy system as
controller and tuning purpose used with conventional controller as PI. [7][8] This
appropriate modified model for power smoothing using both the controller PI and Fuzzy
makes the system more stable and faster responsive towards transients.
2. Wind Turbine Energy System
Wind is created by irregular atmospheric heating of sunlight. The creation of hot and cold air
regions results in a pressure gradient. The air flow from a region of high pressure to the region
of low pressure cause the wind flow. Energy in motion is called the kinetic energy of water. The
wind power conversion network block diagram with all parts is shown in figure 1. The
aerodynamically engineered blades, which results in the wind turbine rotation, are influenced by
this cinematic energy. Often the wind velocity is not enough to move the blades at a rate that
cannot produce electricity. In some of WECS topologies, gearbox is helps to raise the speed of
the rotor shaft. The induction generators used to convert mechanical energy of the shaft into
electrical energy. This electrical energy is delivered to the grid. [9]
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Fig. 1. Wind Energy Conversion System
Every wind turbine is a mechanical motor that includes aerodynamic blades to extract and
transform power from a turbulent motion, the wind. The available power will rely upon the wind
speed so it is important that the power at different wind speeds is controlled and restricted in
order to avoid grid disruption. In general they are the three most common forms of conventional
wind generator systems. One type is a continuous wind turbine system with a regular squirrel
cage induction generator (SCIG), which is connected to the power supply network explicitly.
The second type is a wind turbine variable speed system with Double Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG). [10] The power rate of the winding rotor electric converter is approximately 30%; the
DFIG winding stator is connected directly to the grid. The third type is a variable wind turbo
with a fully-rated, synchronous generator or SCIG electronic conversion system. Usually, two
generators use a multi-stage transmission. Synchronous generators can be driven directly by low
ratio gear box systems, such as permanent synchronous magnet generator (PMSG). An
interesting alternative is one or two-phase gear box. [11]

3. Type III DFIG based Wind Turbine System
Type-I wind turbine system is basically common and based on fixed or constant speed
operated. This can be designed in stand alone or grid connected mode using a step up high
rated power transformer. This Type-II wind turbine system coming into feature due to no
control over the speed in Type-I wind turbine system. In this type of turbine system wound
rotor induction generators (WRIG) are used partial variable wind speed rotating system is
present with use of variable rotor resistance. The DFIG rule is based on a specific wind
turbine operated by speed and a WRIG and a partial power converter (rated approximately
30 percent of nominal value) on the rotor circuit. Using electronic electricity converters,
wind turbines run at variable (or adjustable) speeds, allowing more effective power
recovery than fixed speed system.
Other important benefits include the reduction of mechanical losses which make for
lighter mechanical structures and a more active power output; cost is very efficient, smooth
pitch control, power quality enhancement and faster performance, reduced high noise level
and can be operated in islanding mode. [12] The figure no. 3 shown below illustrates the
hardware 2-mass drive train system for DFIG based wind turbine system for synchronous
speed rotation and operation.
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Figure 2: Type III DFIG Model
III DFIG

Fig. 3. Phasor Diagram of Type

In mathematical modeling shown in figure 3 illustrates the wind turbine system the rotor
control and stator control is linked to the grid directly and the rotor frequency and thus the rotor
speed are controlled through a partial power converter. [13] In addition, this converter helps in
the compensation of reactive power into the grid and the power flow in the grid fully controlled
by Type-III wind turbine system. This method is economically desirable because of the smaller
power converter with faster response. The mathematical modeling of DFIG based wind turbine
system posses following equations for designing the rotor side and stator side converter to
control the turbine with respect to change in wind speed causes voltage change. The steady state
and transient state analysis can be done simultaneously using conventional PI controller. The
direct axes and quadrature axes current voltage equations are shown below which defines the
stator and rotor voltage and current parameters. [14]

vds = −Rs xids + (xs + xm )x iqs + xm xiqr

(1)

vqs = −Rs xiqs − (xs + xm )xids + xmxidr

(2)

vdr = −Rr xidr + (1− ω)x((xr + xm )xiqr + xm xiqs

(3)

vqr = −Rr xiqr + (1−ω)x((xr + xm )xidr + xm xids

(4)

Here ʋds is direct axes stator voltage, ʋqs is quadrature axes stator voltage in the equation;
similarly idr represents direct axes current and iqr is quadrature axes current for the
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mathematical modeling of RSC nad GSC. Ra is stator resistance and Rr is the rotor
resistance. x represents the impendence for stator and mutual and xm, represents the speed
of the rotor. The active and reactive power equations are given below which are used in
mathematical design and controller parameters for controllers. [15]

P = v ds xids + v qs xiqs + v dr xidr + v qr xiqr
Q = −
v

x m vi dr
v2
−
xs + xm
xm

(5)

(6)

represents the voltage magnitude across the grid.

In the modified version of Type III wind turbine system torque and moment taken as
parameters during mathematical design and the control techniques are associated with 2 mass
gear drive train system The mathematical equations are represented below to give brief idea on
blade coupling and torque based electromechanical drive system. The mechanical motion
equations are shown below. [16]

dwm

= Te − Tm

dt
ur r *
ur r * 
3P
3P
Re(j λ s i s ) = − Re(j λ s i r ) 
Te =

2
2
J

(7)

Represenation of notations: J = MI-moment of inertial of the rotor (Kgm2)
P = number of poles
Tm = Mechanical Torque (N.m)
Te = Electromagnetic Torque(N.m)
wm = Rotor Mechanical Speed (rad/s)

4. Type I Fuzzy Logic Controller in Wind Enrgy
Many controllers are used now days for controlling the active power and reactive power.
Using conventional controllers like PI controller can helpful for the faster transient
responses. The advanced controllers are implemented using both conventional controller
and adaptive control systems. Fuzzy logic system is one of the best control technique for
transients analysis and also applicable for steady state analysis. [17] The PI and Type-I
Fuzzy logic control technique used for power smoothing and maintain the stability of the
wind turbine system during grid integration in this work. In associated with the Fuzzy
system stator voltage oriented basing control technique used for standardize the parameters
of the voltage and current parameters during fault analysis. Mamdani type I fuzzy control
technique with conventional PI controller is implemented for active and reactive power
control. [18] Basically the work is carried over modified fuzzy system and the powers are
controlled considering more no. of parameters to improve the steady state error and to
reduce the settling time during transients. [19][20] The PI and fuzzy logic controller
operated on four modes and the mode 4 is taking active and reactive power simultaneously
for study during normal condition and transient condition. The model associated with both
the modified controllers are control the active and reactive power for different operating
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conditions like wind speed variation, voltage sag and swell and also pitch angle change
during turbulence. [21][22]

Fig. 4. Phasor representation of Stator voltage oriented control
Controller block

Fig. 5. Fuzzy Logic

In the above figure 4 the stator voltage oriented control phasor diagram is shown which
represents the d and q reference frame of operation for different angular speed. [23][24]
The speed is associated with the pitch angle and the frame of reference rotation under wind
speed and direction variations. The stator voltage change can directly control the active and
reactive power so the control over stator voltage can regulate both the power pulsations.
[25][26] The figure no. 5 represents the control block of fuzzy system. The block poses
input and output sources with an interface system. This interface system is based on logics
that are taken here as active and reactive power under speed variations. The rule base
system with specific membership function implemented to do the task as controller with PI
controller to tune and to enhance the power smoothing characteristics. The figure below
shows the active and reactive power activity under different conventional controller modes.
[27][28]
Mode – 1
Ps*

+

−

Ps

∆idr

ePs
d
dt

++

idr * Qs*
+

Fuzzy controller

∆iqr

−

idr _ mes
cePs

eQs

Qs

d
dt

ceQs

Fuzzy controller

iqr*

++

iqr _ mes

Fig. 6. Active and reactive power error analysis using Derivative controller
In the above figure 6 it represents the derivative controller action on active power and
reactive power with defining the errors. The derivative action on active and reactive power
is slow as it become very random when the errors are changes suddenly. So this derivative
control action is not used alone and has poor steady state and transient behavior.
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Fig. 7. Active and reactive power error analysis using Integral controller
The above figure no. 7 is showing the integral controller action on active power and
reactive power and error analysis during transients. This type of controller resets the error
during the faults, so it slows down the system during transients. This controller is useful
only for steady state analysis.
Mode – 3
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Fig. 8. Active and reactive power error analysis using PI controller with derivative system
The above block of figure no. 8 shows the control action of PI controller with Fuzzy
logic controller associated with derivative action on active power. This is shows better
response for both steady state and transient analysis. The settling time is reduced with
improving the stability of the system during the faults. The only problem is it cause slow to
the active power calculation during sudden changes in the parameters.
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Fig. 9. Active and reactive power error analysis using PI controller with Integral System
The figure no. 9 shown in above block is the modified version in control technique
implemented on the active and reactive power calculations. This proposed technique uses
an Integral controller to the active power to compensate the reactive power. This makes the
system stable and acts for both steady state and transients’ state. This controller technique
can be useful for sudden changes in the parameters of wind energy.
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Fig. 10. Action of Triangular Membership function on active and reactive power
application
The fuzzy system predicts the response during the steady state and transients using
membership function of active power and reactive power using triangular membership
function shown below in figure 10.
5. Converter Design
The variable speed wind system includes a power amplification system known as the
power converter to change the frequency and voltage of the generator to the grid. In order
to increase the power quality and step up the voltage level respectively, most proposed
converters require line filters and transformers. The topology modules built by wind power
electronics manufacturers for energy systems are several forms of power converters. [29]

Fig. 11. Wind Energy BTB Converter
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The configuration shown in figure 11 illustrates power converters connected back to
back (BTB) on the two sides of the typical DC connection, namely the generator side and
the grid side, typically has two identical power converter units. In all commercial WECS as
outlined in above figures, the BTB converter configurations can be used. The two-way
power flow from variable voltages / frequency (generator side output) to fixed voltage /
frequency (grid side output) and the other way around kept this configuration back to the
back of a connected converter. [30]
6. MATLAB Modeling
The figure 12 shows that the mathematical modeling of Type-III wind turbine system. In
uses DFIG as the induction generator as it can use for both variable speed with modified
full controller.

Fig. 12. MATLAB Modeling of DFIG based Wind turbine system

Here GSC of the grid where the Mode 4 Type-I fuzzy control with conventional PI
controller is used to get faster response during transients to make the system more stable.
As grid integration brings more transients and instabilities during speed variations this
proposed technique can be help full to make the grid integrated wind energy system more
stable.
The model is done using MATLAB simulink of 1.5MW rated wind power generation
capacity. The rated cut in speed is 4m/sec and the cut out speed is 25m/sec is taken as the
specifications of reference. The rated operating speed for the turbine is taken as 12 m/sec in
the modeling. The generator used in the model capacity also taken 1.5MW and the
operating voltage of 690 Volts. The operating speed of the wind turbine system is 2100
rpm. For control parameter the DC link voltage is 1200Volts and the DC link capacitor has
rating 60mF is taken for filter action.
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7. Simulink Results using MATLAB Software
The Type III WT DFIG modeled with conventional controller using MATLAB Simulink
and the results are shown below.
Here the conduct of transient behavior of DFIG primarily based WECS is tested by 3
investigations which includes: Investigations - 1 is applied to reflect on consideration of the
potential of the DFIG set controller to recuperate terminal voltage after deficiency
clearance. Investigations - 2 is to contemplate the capacity of DFIG set controller to recoup
its terminal voltage whilst a profoundly inductive burden is associated and evacuated after a
while. Investigations - 3 to consider the response of the wind system change the wind pace
is out of its variety; not exactly reduce in speed and more prominent cut-out pace. (Cut-in
and Cut-out Speeds).
7.1 Investigations analysis 1 :
Voltage dipping because of high inductive burden associated among Grid and WECS An
exceptionally inductive RLC burden is associated in the middle of Grid and WECS abruptly
associated for 8.00 sec operated to 8.35 sec with voltage plunge (DIP) happens around then
and the presentation of wind energy system optimized by controllers of PI and Fuzzy based
controller. Transient performance of WECS with above specified load is studied with PI
controller, mode 3 fuzzy controllers, and proposed mode 4 fuzzy controller to make a
comparison between these three controllers. The simulation results using triangular
membership function in fuzzy model are shown below:
7.2 Investigational analysis - 2: 3-ph FAULT among Grid and WECS :
A three phase line fault at the Grid is admitted in wind system for 100 millisecond and
the exhibition of the wind system is read for both PI and Fuzzy controller mode 3 and
model 4 for triangular membership function in fuzzy controller. Simulation results are
shown down here:

Fig. 13. Voltage Vs time (DFIG side)

Fig. 14. Current Vs time (DFIG side)
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Fig. 15. Current Vs time (DFIG rotor)

Fig. 16. Power (Active) Vs time (Stator)

Fig. 17. Power (Reactive) Vs time (Stator)
(Electromagnetic) Vs time
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Fig. 18. Torque
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Fig. 19. Speed Vs time (Rotor)
7.3 Simulation results of Fuzzy mode 4 are :

Fig. 20. Voltage Vs time (DFIG side)

Fig. 21. Current Vs time (DFIG side)

Fig. 22. Current Vs time (DFIG Rotor)

Fig. 23. Power (Active) Vs time (Stator)
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Fig. 24. Power (Reactive) Vs time (Stator)

Fig. 26. Speed Vs time (Rotor)
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Fig. 25. Torque (Electromagnetic) Vs time

Fig. 27. Current Vs time (DFIG Side)
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Fig. 28. Power (Active) Vs time (Stator)
time

Fig. 29. Torque (Electromagnetic) Vs

7.4 Investigational analysis - 3: High and Low Speed in Wind System
Wind turbine should not be run below a certain speed of wind as low speed causes low
frequency and if this generated low frequency is equal to the resonant frequency of turbine
shaft oscillation frequency 0.5Hz, it may excite the shaft oscillation. That minimum speed
is called as Vcut-in speed of wind .Again wind turbine should not operate above a certain
wins speed called Vcut-out speed of wind. So WECS needs to run with in the speed limit
which is controlled by pitch angle controller. In the Simulink version of wind system, Cutin speed in m/s is 4 m/sec and Cut-out speed of wind in m/s is 25 m/sec. This version is
supposed to control inside and this velocity increase for pace out of this variety electricity
created with the aid of the wind system finally ends up 0 (zero). Hence for both PI and
proposed Fuzzy model 4 controlling mode [3] wind range is determined. The recreation
consequences (results) are established as follows:
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Fig. 30. Speed Vs Time (Wind) (Variable Zones) Fig. 31. Power (Active) with PI
controller Vs Time (Stator)

Fig. 32. Torque (Electromagnetic) with PI controller Vs Time Fig. 33. Power (Active) with
Fuzzy model 4 controller Vs Time (Stator)

Fig. 34. Torque with Fuzzy model 4 controller Vs Time (Electromagnetic Torque-Time)
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The above simulation results from figure 42 to 86 show the performance of PI and
Proposed fuzzy mode 4 Type-I Fuzzy logic controller under variation of wind speed from
cut-in speed to base speed and again to cut-out speed. The results show that during change
of speed from cut-in to base speed, PI controller system oscillates about the reference value
whereas proposed model converges to the reference value with some initial overshoot. So
performance of proposed model is better than PI controller when convergence is taken in to
consideration.
8. TYPHOON HIL Modeling
The wind energy model is designed as per the MATLAB simulink. Here the pre
designed model in validated using a real time software and hardware in loop system to get
actual and effective results which is validated and the results are compared. The model is
designed according to SCADA and the real time emulators. The model is operated using
Typhoon HIL (HIL 402) software tools, such as Schamtic Editor and HIL SCADA. The
figure no. 35 shows the hardware modelling of the WECS with DFIG.

Fig. 35. Hardware TYPHOON HIL Validation
The wind model shown in figure no. 36 illustates Typhoon HIL Software designed WTM
(Wind Turbine Model) is to provide with a detailed description of all features available in
Typhoon HIL software tools, such as Schamtic Editor and HIL SCADA, which are all
integrated into Typhoon HIL Control Center application for the run and design of WTM.
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Fig. 36. Typhoon Hardware in Loop WECS model

9. Validation Results using TYPHOON HIL 402
The hardware real time simulink results are shown below from figure no 37 to 39. The
validated result analized and expressed in table no. 1 and 2.

Fig. 37. (a) Three phase Input voltage supply (b) Mechanical Speed and Mechanical
Torque (c) Three Phase Output voltage (d) DC Voltage at capacitor switching

Fig. 38. (a) Three phase Input voltage supply (b) Mechanical Speed and Mechanical Torque
(c) Three Phase Output voltage (d) DC Voltage at capacitor switching
44
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Fig. 39. (a) Three phase Input voltage supply (b) Mechanical Speed and Mechanical Torque
(c) Three Phase Output voltage (d) DC Voltage at capacitor switching
10. Discussion
Both MATLAB simulink and Real Time Simulink models are designed and the results are
analysed. The simulink results of MATLAB are validated using hardware design of
TYPHOON HIL. 402. The results of above design are catagorised under unmanaged
(Normal Condition of Wind speed) and optimized (Transient modes) modes of operation of
Type-III DFIG. The transient results for different fault conditions are illustarted under
discussion which are shown in below tables. The figure no. 40 defines the rotaional action
of Type-III DFIG mechanical drive train under normal condition and under transient
condition.

Fig. 40. Type-III DFIG optimized Control Mode
The unmanaged selfish mode is normal operating condition of wind and vertical stage of
wind blade. In this mode the wind speed variation dicrease the effiiency. For optimized
cooperative mode the control action of proposed conroller is taken into action for better
response and increasing the efficiency under transienst due to rapid change in wind speed
as weel as wind direction.
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Fig. 41. Type-III DFIG optimized Control Mode

In figure 41 the power coefficients with respect to lambda (Tip Speed Ratio) which
illustrates the variations of wind speeds on power fluctuations. The wind speed with respect
to time is shown in the above figure highlights the two conditions of wind speeds. The
black lines are showing the normal wins speed and the violet lines are showing the wind
speed under transients. The control action for transient condition and the settling time for
steady state achieve presented in below tabulations.

The figure no. 42 shows the operating behaviours of the converter inder different
transient conditions for different wind speeds. The normal operating frequency shows the
normal action of converter rather the change in wind speed cause transients, which modifies
the power efficiency. Hence the converter auto regulated with the change in voltage and
current magnitude from the rotor side converter of wind turbine system to the grid side
converter.
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Fig. 42. Type-III DFIG optimized Control Mode

Fig. 43. Type-III DFIG optimized Control Mode
From the above figure no. 43 it is illustrates that the proposed technique is faster
response towards the steady state under transients that of conventional controllers. The
stator side active power and reactive power for voltage sag (dip) and swell shown in above
figures. The parametric behaviours are highlighted in below tabulations 1 and 2.
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Fig. 44. Type-III DFIG optimized Control Mode
From the above figure no. 44 it is illustrates that the proposed technique is faster
response towards the steady state under transients that of conventional controllers. The grid
integarted active power and reactive power for voltage sag and swell shown in above
figures. The parametric behaviours are highlighted in below table 1. The settling times for
both software and hardware implementations are also presented in table 2.
Table 1: Comparison with Real Time Hardwares (per unit)
Electrical Quantity

MATLAB

TYPHOON

Stator Active Power

9.17

9

Stator Reactive Power

9.50

8.8

Electromagnetic Torque

9.42

9.0

DFIG Side Current

9.35

8.8

DFIG Rotor Current

9.29

8.8

DFIG Side Voltage

8.9

8.4

Rotor Speed

8.86

8.85

Table 2: Comparison of settling time for fault clearance
From the above table 1 the hardware implementation results are highlighted for different
Controller
Software

PI-FLC
Type- I
Mode-I

PI-FLC
Type- I
Mode-II

PI-FLC
Type- I
Mode-III

PI-FLC
Type- I
Mode-IV

MATLAB 2016

13.6070sec

13.3556sec

12.1229
sec

12.0777
sec

TYPHOON HIL 402
(Hardware)

15.7699sec

15.7633sec

15.7212
sec

15.0420
sec

parameters and the settling times during the transients are shown in table 2. This concluded
that the TS-FLC and adapted by PI controller simultaneous connection can control both
active and reactive power for the faster response and maintain the quality of the power
system stability.
10. Conclusion
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The power smoothing of active power and reactive power control using 2-mass drive
trained Type-III wind turbine system in DFIG based fully controlled RSC and GSC with
pitch angle controller are highlighted in this research paper to maintain the power system
stability. The model using conventional PI controller and four types of Fuzzy Logic Control
techniques for the transient analysis during rapid wind speed variations. Earlier the Type I
FLC is implemented on Type-II wind turbine system with partial converter control. The
modified version of DFIG base d wind turbine system implemented in this work effectively
gives stable output to the wind power generation. The Type-I Fuzzy logic controller with PI
controller gives faster response under rapid variation in wind speed. For both steady state
and transient state it gives quality output and maintains the stability of the power system.
The validation using TYPHOON hardware in loop gives proper justification to the results
form MATLAB. For active and reactive power smoothing the proposed technique is useful
and the quality of the power generation in wind energy can acts as best choice for
researchers to study and future power generation system. This system can be helpful for
both linear and non linear action of wind turbine with medications in controller and using
adaptive techniques.
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